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Abstract. This paper deals with recent theoreti- 
cal studies and ideas on Collective Ion Acceleration 
(CIA) in systems in which a linear intense electron 
beam is injected into an evacuated drift tube. The 
source of ions in these systems is the result of elec- 
trical breakdown of a dielectric insert in the anode or 
ionization of a localized gas cloud near the beam en- 
trance. A phenomena basic to these CIA experiments is 
the virtual cathode formation process. We present nu- 
merical studies of this process using a new particle 
simulation code that features a non-uniform mesh. Also, 
we present a model of the entire CIA process, delineat- 
ing the role of the virtual cathode. 

I. Introduction 

A schematic of the CIA system under study at the 
University of Maryland is shown in Figure 1. An in- 
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Figure 1. CIA System. 

tense relativistic electron beam is injected into a cy- 
lindrical drift tube with a maximum current that is 
above the limiting current of the system. Normal beam 
parameters in the experiments are; peak voltage Vo=m, 
peak current 4ORA, pulse width 30 nsec. The supply of 
ions for acceleration is furnished by a gas puff value 
located near the beam entrance as shown in Figure 1. 
Typical dimensions are; anode hole diameter 2 cm, cy- 
lindrical tube radius and length, 12.5 cm and 1 m, re- 
spectively, detector location LD-60 cm. Experiments 
on this sort of system were initiated by Lucel and have 
been followed by similar experiments at Marylandze5 
using dielectric inserts as well as a localized gas 
cloud. 

The main observations in the experiments at Mary- 
land are: 1. No ion acceleration is observed unless 
the electron current is above the limiting current. 
One such limiting current is that due to a space-charge 
liplit; this well known result is 1L=l7(~,~/3-1)3/2/ 
[1+2 Bn rw/rb] EA. With our parameters this limiting 
current is between 1 and 3KA. 1. The second observa- 
tion is that the amount of electron charge observed at 
the detector is substantially larger (5-10 times) when 
CIA is observed versus when it is not. 2. The ion en- 
erty distribution measured at the detector possesses a 
broad peak in the energy region (l-3)eV, and an expo- 
nential-like tail that terminates in the region (5-10) 
eV,. The number of ions at the extreme high energy end 
of the spectrum is down by a factor of about 105 from 
the number in the main body of the spectrum. i. An- 
other observation is that the acceleration process oc- 
curs in a relatively short distance from the anode. 
2. Finally, the ions in the high energy tail arrive at 
the detector almost simultaneously with the arrival of 
the electron pulse and this occurs at a time near the 
end of the diode pulse, i.e., 30 nsec after the system 
is fired. Lower energy ions follow at a later time. 
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II. Virtual Cathode Dynamics* 

A complete understanding of the mechanism for CIA 
has long allured and eluded researchers in the field. 
A phenomena basic to these CIA experiments is the vir- 
tual cathode (V.C.) formation process which occurs 
when the injected current is above the limiting current 
of the system. Our numerical investigation of this pro- 
cess has yie 
simulations. l 

ded many results in agreement with other 
However, we would like to improve the 

resolution of the region near the V.C. using a non-uni- 
form mesh potential solver. We introduce several geo- 
metrical simplifications into our analysis; namely, the 
beam motion is purely axial; the beam is thin relative 
to the drift tube radius, the charge density is radi- 
ally uniform, and finally,axial symmetry is imposed. A 
potential solver tailored specifically to these fea- 
tures of the system has been developed. It is a semi- 
analytic method which reduces the problem to an ODE via 
the Galerkin procedure. 

On a uniform mesh with radially uniform charge 
density, it is possible to solve poisson's equation on 
axis with an asymptotic operations count of 0 (n Pn n), 
which increases to O(n2) on a non-uniform mesh. The 
freedom of a non-uniform mesh allows us to position 
the grid points in order to obtain better resolution of 
the virtual cathode. 

The Poisson Equation for the potential $(r,z) in 
cylindrical coordinates with axial symmetry is 

2 
Ia+ L,N(r.z) = - P(r,z)/Eo , 

a=’ 
(1) 

1 a ra- where the operator L; E -- 
r ar ar* and p(r,z) is the 

beam charge density. After the Galerkin method in the 
variable z is applied to Equation (l), we arrive at a 
system of equations; 

1, rf 
N An(z) 

n=l 
nn(z)Lr$n(r) I++(Z) + C Pn -g 

n=l 
A)&“’ - 

d+,,(Z) 
dz } dz = 0, M = 1, . . . . N , (2) 

where An 's are a set of known basis functions defined on 
the interval [0, L], and we have used the following ap- 
proximations to the functions o(r,z) and p(r,z) 

N 
$(r,z) = Z n=l b,(r)A,(z). G(r,z) = !i n=l P,(rM,(z) . (3) 

Equations (2) can be written as the matrix equation 

N 
c 
n=l 

Bti Lr$n(r) + z n=l &On(r) + i=, Bm g = 0, 
0 

M = 1, . . . N , (4) 

where by comparing Equations (2) and (4),the matrices A 
and B can be obtained easily. 

alent 
The problem of diagonalizing this system iz equip- 

to the generalized eigenvalue problem: Ax = XBx. 
With our choice of basis functions, A and B become sym- 
metric, and B positive definite. These are the 
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conditions guaranteeing the existence of a matrix R 
such that RTAR = A, a diagonal matrix, and RTBR = I, 
the identity matrix. (RT is the transpose of R.) Our 
Equation (4) can be converted with matrix R to a sys- 
tem of modified Bessel Equations; 

L,$ + A$ = - RTBp/so , (5) 

with + = R-l+. Equation (5) is a vector equation and 
each component can be solved using a Green's function 
formalism. Specifically, the ith component of $ be- 
comes 

Jli = - Gi(RTB~/co)i , (6) 

Gi = 
1 

Ai Io(Airw) b o 
{r K (hirw)Il(hirb) + 

rbIo(hirw)K1(Xirb) - 
IO ( Xirw) 

h I, 
i 

and rw - 
is wall radius, rb the beam radius, and Ai=yl-d. 1' 

The numbers di are the eigenvalues of the generalized 
eigenvalue problem. The coefficients Gi need only be 
computed once during the program and drawn on again 
whenever necessary. At any given time step, the 
greatest effort in computing the potential is spent on 
the matrix multiplication RTBp and subsequent synthesis 
of 0 = R$. The most time-consuming part of the entire 
calculation is the solution of the generalized eigen- 
value problem which computes the eigenvalues di and the 
transformation matrix R. Here again, this part need 
only be computed once. Our numerical model is shown in 
Figure 2. 

* A = particle width Tw 1 ,= l ;" 
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Figure 2 _L- Drift Tube and Beam Model. __- 

A standard area-weighted scheme is employed to compute 
the charge density from the particle (cloud) posi- 
tions7, and the particles are pushed using a time-cen- 
tered leapfrog scheme; fields and particle positions 
being evaluated at whole-time steps, while particle 
momenta and velocities are found at half-time steps. 

Some results from the code's simulation using a 
current step of I = 1OIL are shown in Figure 3. The 
following parameters are used: L = 50 cm, rw = 2 cm, 
rb = .5 cm and y. = 2.0 (V. = .511 MV). The grid 
sizes vary from about .1 mm. near the anode to 2 cm. 
near the downstream end wall; and the particle-clouds 
are .1 mm long. The injected beam charge density is 
approximately 1 coul/m3, so a value close to 2 
c0ul/m3 at the beam entrance, as indicated by Figure 
3(a), shows that the beam is mostly reflected. Com- 
parisons between our present code and our previous uni- 
form-mesh code7 indicate that for the same overall res 
olution, we can reduce the computer's effort by one 
quarter. Likewise, the same amount of computer effort 
can now produce smoother fields. Figures 3(b) and 
3(c) are plots of the corresponding potential and elec- 
tric field at .27 ns, well after the V.C. is originally 
formed. In this particular figure, the V.C.'s position 
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is 2mm. and its depth is - .63MV, or about 1.23 V,. 
In our simulations the V.C. oscillates between about 2 
and 3 mm in position from the anode and up to about 1.6 
V o, with frequency on the order of the plasma frequency. 

C. 

z-meters 
Figure 3. Numerical Results for I/IL=lO, L=.5m, 

rb=.5 cm, r,=2 cm, yo=2. Current Pulse is a unit step. 

III. CIA Model 

We now present a model of the CIA process in the 
system described above, keeping in mind the five 
stated experimental observations in Section I. We 
break the process down into four stages as depicted 
in Figure 4. The first stage involves the formation 
of a V.C. shown in Figure 4(a). This occurs when the 
beam current is above a limitingvalue, and the major- 
ity of the beam particles are either reflected by the 
V.C. and/or are scattered radially. In any case a 
deep potential well is formed near the anode with a 
depth on the order of -V,. The beam density profile 
is likewise highly peaked in the vicinity of the bot- 
tom of the potential well. This stage developes very 
fast and settles down to some sort of steady state 
behavior. The concept of V.C. formation is confirmed 
by experimental observations and further substanti- 
ated by the analysis of Section II. 

The second stage, shown in Figure 4(b), involves 
the accumulation of ions in the V.C. region. Due to 
primary beam ionization of a localized gas cloud, see 
Figure 1, the ion-electron pairs are created near the 
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FiguKe 4. CIA Model. 

bottom of the potential well because the beam density 
is largest in this region and the beam velocity is very 
low. The secondary electrons created feel a very 

strong electric field and thus are ejected from this 
region, but the ions are trapped. However, the beam 
current is sufficiently large that instead of charge 
neutralization occuring, the V.C. is maintained by the 
replacement of the ejected secondary electrons by beam 
electrons. Thus as ionization occurs not only do the 
numbeK of ions increase but also the number of elec- 
trons, in such a way as to maintain a V.C. near the 
anode region. Thus, a dynamic equilibrium is created 
between an ion cloud and a beam electron cloud that al- 
lows substantially more total beam charge in the sys- 
tem than when no ions are present. 

The third stage, cloud separation, shown in Figure 
4(c) OCCUKS because the dynamic equilibrium is unsta- 
ble. The driving force for separation can be due to 
the inductive electric field created by the sharply 
falling beam current. The unstableness has many fea- 
tures similar to the streaming instability and pos- 
sesses the onset condition that a sufficient number of 
ions must be present. When cloud separation occurs, a 
dynamic situation is set up where the potential well 
depth is deeper than -V, because the total beam charge 
in the system is greater with the presence of ions. 
Thus, the resulting local electric fields are also 
greater than normal. 

As a result of separation, a localized group of 
ions at the edge of the ion cloud experiences intense 
forces of repulsion due to the bulk of the ion cloud 
and at the same time attractive forces due to the sep- 
arated electron cloud. This "special" group of ions 
located in the region of an extremely intense static 
electric field are the fortunate group of ions to be 
accelerated to high energies. This last process is 
the fourth stage and is depicted in Figure 4(d), where 
we have attempted to display qualitatively the Kesult- 
ing elongation of the two clouds after separation as 
well as the detachment of a small select group of ions. 
Because the small group of ions experiences such 
strong electric fields, it is possible fOK them to 
gain a great kinetic energy in a few centimeters. 

In summary, the CIA phenomena is very complicated 
and in order to understand the actual mechanism of ion 

acceleration it's expedient to move forward in two di- 
rections; 1) to develope qualitative ideas concerning 
the CIA mechanism which are consistent with the ex- 
perimental results; and 2) to verify these ideas by 
means of detailed numerical simulations. 

The authors wish to acknowledge the useful dis- 
cussions with the other members of the Charged Particle 
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